Carpathian
adventures

A TRANSBOUNDARY POCKET GUIDE
TO IVANO-FRANKIVSK AND MARAMURES

Treasury
in the centre
of Europe
The Ivano-Frankivsk oblast in Ukraine and Maramures
county in Romania are separated by 50 kilometres of the
state border that goes along the Carpathian mountain
range. Two countries, two regions and two nations but
the mountains are not so inaccessible, the distances are
not so insuperable, and the borders are just a convention
of the past. There are a lot of common features in the nature, history and customs of these two regions. Both in
the Maramures district and in the Ivano-Frankivsk oblast,
people know what hospitality is and they like and know
how to welcome guests. You are sure to understand it
when you wander through the streets of Ivano-Frankivsk
and Baia-Mare, travel through the Ukrainian and Romanian Carpathians, and visit PreCarpathian and Maramures
towns and villages. This is our common home, Europe.
Ivano-Frankivsk oblast and Maramures county are still
relatively unknown to foreign tourists. We are attempting to improve this situation. This guide is an invitation
to a journey through a real treasure in the geographical
centre of Europe. This journey, which will surely give you
fantastic emotions and unforgettable impressions, is
about to begin. So, let’s get started!

Introducing Ivano-Frankivsk Region
The contours of Ivano-Frankivsk regions on the map look like a strange
mountain bird, which spreads its wings as if preparing for flight. This
region, one of 24 in Ukraine, can hardly be confused with other regions of Ukraine. This is where the highest peaks of the Ukrainian
Carpathians are found, the swiftest and purest rivers flow, and probably the greatest numbers of authentic, primeval natural habitats are
preserved. You will discover for yourself a pearl in the treasure trove
of Nature. The cleanest spring streams, old fir forests and blooming
alpine pastures, unique landscapes create unforgettable impressions.
These are the lands that were first called
Ukraine in the Chronicles of the XII century.
Freedom-loving people, many generations
of whom have been fighting for the independence of their land in a self-sacrificing
and steadfast manner, live in Ivano-Frankivsk
oblast.
Despite the fact that the local people have
always called themselves Ukrainians, vivid
cultural traditions of several authentic ethnographic groups have been preserved here.
This is expressed in their garment, cuisine,
dialects, folk songs, and customs.
Since the mountain ranges in Ivano-Frankivsk
oblast border on the foothills plains and hills, it is common to call the
oblast the PreCarpathian region.
Today the PreCarpathian region is becoming closer to Europe and European tourists. This land of unique landscapes and authentic culture,
devoid of many artificial layers brought by civilization, is ready to
open its beauties and treasures to you. If you are willing to enjoy the
incomparable landscapes, to see the primeval forests and to hear the
chime of mountain streams, you must visit Ivano-Frankivsk oblast. If
you are looking for traces of ancient cultures and civilizations on the
European continent, want to hear the melody and tunes many centuries old, want to plunge into the whirlpool of traditions that are not
much younger than the mountains and streams, you will definitely
have to come here.
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Main historic events
100 thousand
years BC
ІІІ-ІV cent AD
898
ІХ-ХІ cent.
1144-1199
1199-1349
1241-1242
1349-1772
1728-1745
1772-1918
1914-1918
November 1918 –
July 1919
1919-1939
1939-1991
1941-1944
1962
1991
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The oldest known human settlements
in the valley of the Dniester
PreCarpathian lands were settled
by the Slavonic tribes
First mention about ancient Halych
PreCarpathian region incorporated
into Kievan Rus
Galician Principality
Galician-Volhynia Principality
The Mongol invasions
PreCarpathian region under the Polish rule
(since 1569 – Rzeczpospolita)
The Opryshko movement
under Oleksa Dovbush
Galicia incorporated into the Austrian
(since 1867 – Austro-Hungarian) Empire
World War I.
West Ukrainian People’s Republic, whose capital city was Stanislav
for a certain time
Galicia under the Polish rule
Galicia under the Soviet Union
German occupation
Stanislav renamed to Ivano-Frankivsk, and Stanislav oblast renamed
to Ivano-Frankivsk oblast
Ukraine’s independence proclamation

Places to see and to visit
Ivano-Frankivsk is the oblast capital, its history began with a small
village, which stood on the trade route from Lviv to the reaches of
the Danube. The first known mention of the city named Stanislawow
(Stanislav) dates back to 1662 when it was granted the Magdeburg
Charter. The city was founded as a fortress, a stronghold of Polish
magnates Potocki in Galicia. The fortress stood several times against
the Turkish siege and Russian troops. Stanislawow started from Market square and the Town hall from which streets and city blocks sprang
into all directions. The city developed as a military, trade, and crafts
center. . Rapid development of the city during XVII-XIX centuries and
the important political role it played until the
middle of XX century were sustained by liberal city government system, religious tolerance, and favorable geographic location. In
1772 the city came under the power of Austrian Empire. During this period it acquired
a typical European image. During JanuaryMay 1919 Stanislav was the capital of Western Ukrainian People’s Republic. In 1919 the
city, as the rest of Halychyna, was annexed by
Poland. A slightly changed appearance of the
city has remained until our time. In 1962 the
city was renamed to Ivano-Frankivsk in honor
of a great Ukrainian writer, philosopher, and
public figure Ivan Franko, who visited the city
several times.
If you stay in Ivano-Frankivsk for several days, you can wander through
its narrow streets and old squares. It is always pleasant to spend some
time in one of the numerous coffee houses, walk through the ancient
Bulwarks or visit one of Galicia’s oldest regular parks.
Cathedral of Holy Resurrection (Jesuit church) 1753-1763
(Sheptytsky square, 22.). It is a creation of the Austro-Bavarian baroque school and it is distinguished by a distinct composition of
volumes, proportionality, strict order and restraint of the plastic wall
processing where you can see certain features of classicism. The harmonious silhouette of the main facade is complemented with marquee-like consummations of two towers whose forms were borrowed
from the Hutsul wooden architecture. It belongs to the Ukrainian
Greek-Catholic church.
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Places to see and to visit
Former Jesuit College, 1744 (Sheptytsky square, 21) is one of
the city’s oldest buildings preserved till today. A Jesuit college used
to be situated in the premises of the morphological building of the
state medical university. The Jesuits were invited to the city by the
city founders, Counts Potockis, for the promotion of Catholicism in the
region. A large number of famous cultural and public figures of PreCarpathian region went to this college.
Former Armenian Church, 1762 (Virmenska Street, 6.) It was built
on the spot of a wooden Armenian church in honor of the appearance
of the wonder-working icon of Virgin Mary. A copy of the icon is now
on the front of the church because the original was taken to Poland in
1944. The interior of the church is exquisitely decorated with pictorial
and sculptural works of art. The gallery has 14 columns with figures
and fragments of frescoes on the walls by artist Jan Solecki. They are
placed on the cornice of the central sanctuary and transept and attract
the attention of visitors. Today it is the Cathedral of Holy Intercession
of the Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox Church.
4a Market square,
Ivano-Frankivsk,
Ukraine
+38 0342 752344
Tuesday - Sanday:
10:00-17:00
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Town Hall, 1695 Museum of local lore (Market square, 4а). The first
town hall was built in 1672 and since then it has been rebuilt several
times. The dungeon of the town hall used to be a prison. The Town
hall was greatly damaged during World War I. After it was rebuilt in
1929-1935, it acquired the cross-shaped form (architect S. Trelya)
and is still preserved in this form to this day. Its tower is 49.5 metres
high and it rises from the base of the cross. It is the only European
town hall whose dome is gilded. The Regional Museum of local lore
is also situated here. It possesses about 105 thousand exhibits. Annually about 100 thousand people visit the museum. It contains historic,
natural history and folk art departments. The department of modern
art demonstrates the development of decorative and applied arts. The
Museum of local lore organizes 15-20 exhibitions on historic and art
topics every year.

Places to see and to visit
Ivano-Frankivsk Art Museum (Nyzova Street, 2). Situated in the premises of the former catholic church of Immaculate Conception, this building
is the oldest architectural monument in Stanislawow. It is of the same
age as the city. It became the family sepulchre of the Stanislawow fortress
founders - the Potockis. The exhibits of the museum include wood-carvings, mostly from the XVIII century, volumetric plastic art and carving, and
paintings by Polish, Czech and Austrian artists of the XVIII-XIX centuries.

2 Nyzova St.,
Ivano-Frankivsk,
Ukraine
+38 03422 44038,
Tuesday - Subday:
10:00-17:00

Complex of the Potocki former castle, 1682 (Shpytalna Street, 1).
The castle was erected on the spot of the former Stanislawow fortress.
The reconstructed castle is preserved till today. Behind the entrance gate,
decorated with armour and other military equipment, you can see the
palace ensemble, surrounded from three other sides by a high brick wall
and remnants of the fortification bulwarks and bastions. Polish king Jan
Sobieski and Austrian emperor Joseph II visited the castle, and Ukrainian
hetman Pylyp Orlyk’s wife also lived here.
Railway station building, 1866, and 1908 (Pryvokzalna square, 8)
The railway through Stanislawow was built in 1866 when the line LvivHodoriv-Stanislawow-Chernivtsi was being constructed. The railway
station was erected at that time as well. The plaque with the date “1866”
can be seen on almost all the props of the platform fore-roof, which is an
example of artistic casting. Elements of Mauritanian style were used when
building the station – semi-circular narrow windows and faceted columns
with turban consummations. After it was rebuilt in 1908, the building has
hardly been altered.
Tourist Informational Centre
15 Sichovyh Striltsiv st., 2nd floor, Ivano-Frankivsk , Ukraine,
+38 0342 502020, @ cti@cti.if.ua, www.cti.if.ua
Monday-Friday: 09:00-17:30, Saturday (summer time) 10.00-14.00
Regional Tourist Informational Centre
4a Halytska St., Ivano-Frankivsk, Ukraine
+38 0342 502474, E-mail: ng@tourism-carpathian.com.ua
www.toiurism-carpathian.com.ua
Monday-Friday: 10:00-16:00, Lunch – 12.30-13.30
Tourism Department of Ivano-Frankivsk Municipality
21 Hrushevskyi St., Ivano-Frankivsk, Ukraine,
+38 0342 556483, www.mvk.if.ua,
Monday-Thursday: 08:00-17:15, Friday: 08.00-16.00, Lunch 12.00-13.00
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Kolomyja – the Pysanka (Painteg Egg)Town
The first chronicle record about Kolomyia dates back to 1240. In 1405
the town received its Magdeburg Law. For many centuries Kolomyia has been an important political and cultural centre of western
Ukraine.
The local people have a saying: “To be like a pysanka”, which means
to be clean, beautiful and tidy. This is what Kolomyia is like. The town
centre has a typical Austro-Hungarian housing system. In general the
town has preserved its ancient appearance. Sometimes it seems that
a chaise will come from around the corner and a lady with a lacy umbrella will appear in one of the narrow streets.
Kolomyia is worth visiting because if you wander through the town
centre streets you will feel the spirit of an old Galician town and have
a chance to visit famous museums. The museum of folk art of the
Hutsul and Pokuttya region and also the “Pysanka” museum are the
main attraction of the town.
Teatralna St.,
Kolomyja,
Ivano-Frankivsk region,
Ukraine
+38 03433 23912
Tuesday - Sunday:
10:00-17:00

Kolomyia museum of folk art of the Hutsul and Pokuttya
region named after Yosafat Kobrynsky
The museum was opened in 1926, and it is one of the oldest and most
famous museums in Ukraine. The museum collection includes more
than 22,000 exhibits dating back to the period of Trypillya culture until the present. The exhibits include artistic woodwork, ceramics, textile, leather, wool, nonferrous metals, glass and coral beads objects.
The colourful range of the mountain people’s clothes, Hutsul jewellery
from nonferrous metals, the Opryshky era weapons, carved caskets,
plates and bottles are also exhibited here. The objects exhibited in 18
exhibition halls are valuable and rare works of folk art of the Hutsul
region.

43B Chornovola
avenue St.,
Kolomyja,
Ivano-Frankivsk region,
Ukraine
+38 03433 27891
Tuesday - Sunday:
10:00-18:00

The Pysanka Museum – the town’s tourist landmark, the only
museum of egg painting art in the world. Egg painting is one of the
most colourful and mysterious folk arts. The central part of the museum has
a shape of a painted egg, which is 13 metres high. The museum possesses a
collection of more than 6,000 painted eggs, most of which are from different regions of Ukraine, and also from Pakistan, Sri-Lanka, Belarus, Poland,
the Czech Republic, Sweden, the USA, Canada, France and India.
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Kolomyja – the Pysanka (Painteg Egg)Town
Museum of the history of Kolomyia is situated in the building of the
former Dominican monastery which was built in the Austro-Hungarian
times. The exhibits of the museum reveal interesting pages from the history
of the town, namely the life of Kolomyia’s German colonies, development
of education, economy and trade. Besides numerous exhibits the museum
also possesses a database about German families living here before 1939.

Annunciation Church in Kolomyia
Annunciation (or Saviour’s) church in Kolomyia is a pearl of wooden architecture and one of the oldest Hutsul wooden churches. It was built in 1587
and is famous for its marvelous iconostasis and bell tower. During the Tatar
attack in 1589, Kolomyia was ruined and burnt. The monastery near the
church was not reconstructed because the monks left the town but the
church was built over again. For quite a long time it was the only church in
Kolomyia. The church paintings are based on the ones made by Kolomyia
artists in 1648.

80 Shuhevycha St.,
Kolomyja, Ivano-Frankivsk
region, Ukraine
+38 03433 25529
Tuesday - Sunday:
10:00-17:00

Tourism and Culture
Department in
Kolomyia City
Municipality
27 Teatralna St.,
Kolomyia, IvanoFrankivsk region, Ukraine
+38 23320245, +38
233 32831
@ rda@yes.net.ua
Tuesday - Sunday:
10:00-17:00
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Ancient Halych
National Reserve
“Aincient Halych”
1 Ivana Franka St.,
Halych, Ivano-Frankivsk
region, Ukraine
+38 03431 22117
+38 03431 21991
+38 03431 21663
@ avniyhalych@il.if.ua,
davniyhalych@meta.ua
Monday - Sunday:
9:00-18:00

Village Krylos is situated 20 kilometres to the north of IvanoFrankivsk. Eleven centuries ago the ancient Halych appeared here.
The first record dates back to 898. Halych became the capital of Galician (1144-1199) and later the Galician-Volhynia (1199-1241) principality. It was a powerful medieval state, which in its heyday stretched
from the Carpathians to the Dnieper and the Southern Buh. The Galician-Volhynia principality is a historical landmark uniting the fates of
Ukrainian and Romanian border territories. In early 1240s Halych was
ruined by the Mongols and soon after that city life faded away. Halych
returned to life 6 kilometres to the north on the Dniester bank and
now it is a small town.
Today Krylos is worth visiting if you want to feel the spirit of the ancient principality. Now it hosts a National park called “Ancient Halych.”
Here you can see the “Halka” tomb (‘halka’ means ‘jackdaw’ in Ukrainian) from whose name, as some historians believe, the name of the
town originated. Churches of the Nativity (XIV-XVI) and Assumption
(XVI), Metropolitan’s chambers (XVIII-XIX), remnants of the Galician
castle (XIII-XVII) and foundations of 14 churches (XII-XIII) mentioned
in the Chroniclesare also here. If you have enough time you can visit
the ancient Halych’s suburb, village Shevchenkove, where the oldest
Ukrainian stone church of St. Panteleymon (XII) has remained. You can
also visit the village Bilshivtsi with the Carmelite church (XVII).
It should be mentioned that in total 231 archaeological monuments
from late palaeolith till late medieval times are preserved on the territory of the “Ancient Halych” park.
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Vyhoda –To the mountains by tram
The word “tram” is usually associated with the noise of a big city. Ivano-Frankivsk oblast offers a unique attraction, which combines things
that can hardly be combined – a tram and mountain isolation.
Not far from the village of Vyhoda (Dolyna district), which is 69 kilometers to the west of Ivano-Frankivsk, a complex of the Carpathian
narrow-gauge tracks starts where the “Carpathian tram” runs. The
route of the tram goes through unapproachable Carpathian forests.
This track, which is twice as narrow as the usual one (770 mm), was
built in 1913-1920 and was used to transport lumberjacks to the
woodcutting spots.
The trip by this unusual means of transport enables visitors to see
mountain landscapes and marvel at clear streams. All this will be seen
from the windows of small carriages that slowly move up the mountain narrow-gauge track at the speed of approximately 15 kilometers
an hour.

4 Zavodska St.,
Vygoda, Dolyna
District, Ivano-Frankivsk
region, Ukraine
+38 3477 61334,
+38 0503732475, +38
0673428389
+38 3477 61334
@ yackiv@ukr.net
www.uniplyt.cim.ua/
tourism
Tuesday - Thursday:
15:00-19:00
Saturday, Sunday,
Monday: upon prior
agreement

At stopping places you will be able to visit forestries where you will
get acquainted with the local flora and fauna, try water from curative
streams, and visit the bunker of one of the last leaders of the Ukrainian Insurrectionary Army, Robert. You will then move along the route
while observing the marvelous scenery to the accompaniment of the
clatter of the wheels.
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Manyava – the place of natural wonders
and monks’ heroism
Manyava Monastery
Manyava,
Ivano-Frankivsk
region, Ukraine
+38 03471 68737

Monks used to escape here from the vanities of the world. Now the
monastery, which is 54 kilometres from Ivano-Frankivsk, attracts a lot
of tourists.
According to legend, during the Mongol invasion in 1240, the monks
from Kiev-Pechersk Lavra settled here. In 1606, Iov Knyahynytsky
from Tysmenytsya, who was a disciple of Saint Athos, establishesd an
orthodox monastery with a strict order. Manyava Skyt (Monastery)
was an influential monastery; it was called the Ukrainian Athos. In
1785 the Austrian authorities dissolved it.
Today the monastery life here is being brought back to life. Visitors
can see the walls, towers with gates, Exaltation of the Cross church
(where the tombs of the honored Ukrainian saints Jove and Feodosiy
of Manyava, are situated) and Annunciation church.
If you climb up the hill, you can see the Blissful stone. After the monastery was brought back to life, curative spring water started to flow
from it. One of the highest Carpathian cascades, the Manyava waterfall (20 metres high), is situated next to the monastery.
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Bubnyshche – petrified poem
Not far from the village of Bubnyshche, which is 14 kilometres to
the west of the town of Bolekhiv at the height of 668 metres above
the sea level, is a unique rocky complex. They are called the Dovbush
Rocks in honour of Oleksa Dovbush who was a legendary opryshko
(rebel), leader of the local avengers who were active in these lands
in the XVIII century.
In Bubnyshche you will see one of the natural wonders of PreCarpathian region – a marvelous irregular pile of gigantic rocks. These
stones have existed for more than 70 million years and resemble
strange creatures, cut with deep, always dark ravines, pits and secret
paths. The stone labyrinth, which is 200 metres wide, stretches from
east to west for almost one kilometer. Above this is a beech and spruce
forest.
Several kilometers to the west of the “Dovbush Rocks” at the height of
780 metres there is a unique karstic lake. Locally it is called the “Dead”
and has a total area of 0.75 ha, and is more than 60 metres deep. The
water is always cold and crystal clear.
There are many other unique natural objects near Bolekhiv such as
Polyanytsya regional landscape park and Botanical reservations “Mahura” and “Fediv”. In Bolekhiv itself you can visit the museum of the
history of the town and its suburbs (Sichovyh Striltsiv Street, 9)

Tourist Informational
Centre “Boikivschyna”
11 Hrushevskogo St.,
Dolyna,
Ivano-Frankivsk region,
Ukraine
+38 0347725230
@ office@brif.in.ua
www.doltour.if.ua
Monday-Friday:
8:30-18:00
Lunch: 13.00-14.00
Tourist Information
in Bolekhiv City
Municipality
12 Franka St.,
Bolekhiv,
Ivano-Frankivsk region,
Ukraine
+38 237 34443,
+38237 34691
@ blrada@ukr.net
Monday -Friday:
09:00-17:00
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Reservation resort –Yaremche
Yaremche Tourist
Informational Centre
266 Svobody
St., Yaremche,
Ivano-Frankivsk region,
Ukraine
+38 03434 23011
38 03434 21207
Monday-Thursday:
08:00-17:15
Friday: 08.00-16.00,
Lunch: 12.00-13.00
Carpathian National
Nature Park
6 Stusa
St.,Yaremcha,
Ivano-Frankivsk region,
Ukraine
+38 03434 21157,
@ cnnp@meta.ua
www.cnnp.yaremcha.
com.ua
Monday - Friday:
8:00-17:00
Friday: 8:00-15:45
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The town is situated on the left rocky bank of the fast-flowing Prut
River in an extremely picturesque place, surrounded by the mountains
and covered by coniferous forests. Yaremche is much younger than
other towns in Ivano-Frankivsk region (founded in 1787), but it is one
of the most famous ones. It is known as a climatic resort and tourist
centre. The main attraction of Yaremche is the fast Prut River with its
numerous rapids. The suburbs of Yaremche are famous for its wooden
churches. There is St. Michael’s church (XVIII) and St. Elias church
(1937) in Dora, and the oldest church of St. John the Merciful (1663)
in Yamna. You cannot say that you have visited the Ukrainian Carpathians if you have not seen Yaremche. You cannot say that you have been
to Yaremche, if you have not visited the souvenir market, tried the
Hutsul cuisine in the wooden restaurant “Hutsulshchyna”, which was
built without a single nail, walked over the bridge that crosses the
cascade and have not climbed up to the Oleksa Dovbush rock.
In Yaremche you can also visit the Museum of liberation movement
(Svobody Street, 269), where you can get acquainted with the history of struggle for the freedom of Ukraine. There is also the Museum
of metropolitan Andrey Sheptytsky, who liked to visit the local monastery. The museum collection of sacred art will surely be interesting
to you. Several hundred metres from the main road you can see an
open-air cage with deer and roes of the Carpathian National Park. The
administration of the park is also based in Yaremche.

The Hutsul capital – Kosiv
Kosiv, known since 1424, lies on the banks of the Rybnytsya River in
a broad vale of the Pokuttya Carpathians at the height of 415 metres
above the sea level. Within the city, the small and clean Rybnytsya
creates several rapids which are the locals’ and tourists’ favorite recreational spots. In the town centre you can see the rocks of Town Mountain with remnants of the stronghold’s walls.
Probably every tourist in the Hutsul region visits the Kosiv open-air
market. Here you can see and buy almost all kinds of decorativeapplied art for which the local craftsmen are famous.

Tourist Informational
Centre “Hutsuliya”
55 Nesalezhnosti St.,
Kosiv, Ivano-Frankivsk
Region, Ukraine
+38 03478 24586
+38 03478 24587
@ krta@kosiv.if.ua
Tuesday - Sunday:
10:00-17:00

Kosiv state and private museums include the Museum of Hutsul art
and customs. The Museum of Hutsul architecture and folk crafts, has
exhibits that include the best samples of carving, artistic metal working, leather, firing and pottery.
A lot of folklore festivals take
place in the Kosiv district which
is also known for its cascades.
One of the most beautiful Carpathian waterfalls, Sheshorsky
Huk, is always surrounded with
water splashes. It is situated in
the village of Sheshory next to
the road leading to Kolomyia
and Ivano-Frankivsk.
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The rocks guarding the Dniester
Horodenka Tourist
Informational Centre
7 Volodymyra
Velykogo St.,
Horodenka,
Ivano-Frankivsk Region,
Ukraine
+38 03430 45192
+38 067 8116147
@ mail@tourist.org.ua
www.tourist.org.ua
Tuesday - Sunday:
10:00-17:00

From the mouth of the Zolota Lypa to the mouth of the Zbruch River
along the Dniester, you can see the picturesque Dniester Canyon
which stretches for 250 kilometres. The upper part of the Dniester
Canyon lies in the Ivano-Frankivsk oblast village of Nyzhniv, Tlumach
district, to the village of Horodnytsya, Horodenka district.
The Dniester here creates a lot of curves. The nature of the Dniester
Canyon is unique. The slopes of the Dniester are covered with relic forest and steppe plants.
Caverns, travertine rocks, places of fossilized flora and fauna and cascades have an important scientific and aesthetic meaning because
they help us understand the evolution of organic life on Earth.
In total there are about 100 natural
monuments in the territory of the
canyon. Here you can see unique
samples of rocks bearing.
The variety of ecological conditions caused the formation of rich
flora within the Dniester Canyon.
The main forest-forming species
of the Dniester Canyon are the oak,
the durmast oak and the European
beech.
People have been attracted to
these places since ancient times.
Near the village of Nezvysko a lot
of traces of prehistoric people were
found. In the villages of Rakovets
and Chernelytsya above the canyon, you can see the remnants of
castles of the XVII century.
Describing the beauty of the Dniester Canyon with the help of words
and pictures is an ungrateful task, you should see it on your own.
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Rohatyn – the town of ancient churches,
the town of Roxolana
Rohatyn is a small town, approximately 60 kilometres to the north
of Ivano-Frankivsk, yet it is more and more often visited by tourists.
This is mostly thanks to the fact that it is situated on the road Lviv –
Ivano-Frankivsk.
Holy Spirit Church (1598) is situated in the centre of the town. When
you visit it you will be captivated by the unique renaissance-baroque
iconostasis of the XVII century, which is the pearl of Ukrainian art. The
church was built on the spot of another wooden church where Havrylo
Lisovsky was probably a priest. His daughter Nastya became known
in world history as Roxelana (turk. Haseki Hurrem) (1505-1558). She
was taken from Rohatyn into captivity and sold on a slave market.
Later she became the wife of one of the most powerful sultans of the
Ottoman Empire, Suleyman I the Magnificent, and actually was the
first woman in Ottoman state history. The memory about Roxelana
and her mausoleum are still honoured in Istanbul.

Department of
Culture and Tourism
in Rohatyn District
Administration
65 Galytska St.,
Rogatyn,
Ivano-Frankivsk region,
Ukraine
+380343521608
@ rda@rg.if.ua
Tuesday - Sunday:
10:00-17:00

If you happen to visit Rohatyn, you should also visit
Virgin Mary’s Nativity Church (XI-XV), which is one of
the oldest churches in the region. It performed the
functions of a defensive building in the times of the
Mongol-Tatar invasion. St. Nicholas Catholic Church
(ХV-ХVІ), which is situated in the central part of the
town, combines features of both the Gothic and the
Renaissance styles.
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Carpathian National Nature Park –
the last nature paradise
Tourist Information
Center “Verkhovyna”
7 Mykoly Rybchuka
St., Verkhovyna,
Ivano-Frankivsk region,
Ukraine
+38 096 3724400,
+38 067 8822800,
+38 03432 21941
@ skala2002@ukr.net,
www.verkhovyna.info
Carpathian National
Nature Park
6 Stusa st.,
Yaremcha,
Ivano-Frankivsk region,
Ukraine
+38 03434 21157,
@ cnnp@meta.ua,
www.cnnp.yaremcha.
com.ua
Monday - Friday:
8:00-17:00, Friday:
8:00-15:45

The park engulfs extraordinary valuable features from the point of
view of landscape ecology, botany and zoo-geography and mountainous ecosystems in the highest eastern sector of the Ukrainian Carpathians. The area of the park is over 50 thousand hectares. The Prut
and Chornyi Cheremosh rivers are the main waterways of the park.
Within the territory of the Carpathian National Nature Park are the
highest mountains of the Ukrainian Carpathians belonged to the
Chornohora mountain range. A part of Chornohora is in the southern
part of the Ivano-Frankivsk oblast (in the area of Ukrainian-Romanian
border) and it holds the dominating position in the Carpathians from
the Tatras to the Rodna Alps.
Mount Hoverla (2061 m) is situated in the Chornohora range which
is the highest peak of the Chornohoras and Ukraine. Here you can
see other mountains that are more than two thousand metres high,
Brebeneskul (2036 m), Pip Ivan (2022 m) and Rebra (2001 m). The
peaks are separated from each other by small anticlines, whose elevation from Hoverla to Pip Ivan is not less than 1750 m above sea level.
Remnants of the observatory “Bily Slon” (“White Elephant”), which
was built in 1936-1938, can be found on Pip Ivan. This is the highest
stone building in Ukraine. The walls and the foundation of the observatory are preserved rather well. This lonely building dominating the
mountain peaks creates an unforgettable impression.
One of the main attractions of Chornohora is the highland lakes
Nesamovyte (1750 m.a.s.l.) and Maricheyka (1510 m.a.s.l.). There are
several small lakes and bogs, which receive water mostly from precipitation, on the eastern slopes of Breskul.
Chornohora challenges all those who like
active rest. You can get here only if you go
85-110 kilometres to the south of IvanoFrankivsk past the town of Yaremche. In the
summer you can find steep mountain paths
and in the winter ski resorts. You will be able
to taste traditional Hutsul cuisine dishes in
local inns in any season.
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Wild pristine environment in the centre of Europe
TheChyvchynski Mountains
The Chyvchynski Mountains (the Chyvchyns) are a mountain range,
one of the most distant (but hardly the least famous) parts of the
Ukrainian Carpathians in Ivano-Frankivsk oblast. It attracts people
who like mountains. The Chyvchyns are an expansion of the Maramures massif which is situated mostly in Romania. The altitude here
reaches up to 1769 metres (Mount Chyvchyn). The Chyvchyns are the
only massif in the Ukrainian Carpathians, except the Rakhiv Mountains, which were never at the bottom of the prehistoric ocean Tenis.
Together with the Maramures massif they rose above the ocean waters creating the so called Maramures Island.

Tourist Information
Center “Verkhovyna”
7 Mykoly Rybchuka
St., Verkhovyna,
Ivano-Frankivsk region,
Ukraine
+38 096 3724400,
+38 067 8822800,
+38 03432 21941
@ skala2002@ukr.net
www.verkhovyna.info

The Chyvchyns are a land of almost primeval forests. At the altitude of
1300 metres there are beech forests and up to 1500 there are spruce
forests. The zone of bushes has preserved well while the subalpine
meadows are preserved to a lesser extent.
The outlines of the Chyvchyns resemble a comb whose
base is the line of the main range and the teeth are side
spurs descending to the Chorny Cheremosh River.
The Chyvchyns mountain valley Palenytsya is Ukraine’s
highest plateau. The highest peak of the range, Mount
Chyvchyn, is one of the few mountains of the Ukrainian
Carpathians where porphyries emerge. They are the oldest rocks of volcanic orgin
The Ukrainian-Romanian border goes along the whole
Chyvchyns mountain range.
The most convenient spot in the Chyvchyns is Burkut, which was a
famous balneological resort in the XIX century (900 metres above
the sea level), and in their northern part Shybene (857 metres) in the
mouth of a stream. On the way from Burkut to Shybene you can find a
stream of spring water. The springs can also be found in Burkut, whose
water is healing and curative
Another attraction is a group of rocks called Kamin Mokrynyu, which
consists of the Triassic limestone. It is best approachable from the
valley of the Mokrynchyk, which is a stream flowing into the Chorny
Cheremosh river.
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Activities
The Carpathians are a land of unique, picturesque scenery, young
spring verdure, dazzling winter whiteness, colourful autumn shades
and summer warmth. Those who like an active vacation will get a lot
of pleasure from hiking, cycling, horse-riding tours, rafting and canoeing through mountain rivers or they will simply be able to watch
the wild nature and enjoy the scenery.
Hiking and backpacking
The Carpathians look as if they had been created for tourist hiking.
The variety of natural barriers enables tourists to master almost all
kinds of tourist hiking. From May till September you will find relatively
warm weather and the winter tours can be considered an extreme
sport. You will need the assistance of professional guides.
A lot of hiking routes in the Carpathians are already marked but sometimes you will need to use a map and a compass and get terrain orientation skills. The maps can be purchased from almost any bookstore,
tourist-information centres and at petrol stations. If you buy a map
with the scale of 1:50000, you can be sure that you will not get lost
while hiking.
You can choose any hiking route you like, some are for
amateurs and some are for professionals. They can be
long or short, simple or difficult.
When you enter the territory of National parks you will
have to pay the ecological fee and get registered. This is
necessary so that the rescue service can trace your route
and provide needed assistance if necessary.
The most popular routes among those who like an active
vacation are the routes through the Chornohora mountain range where you can climb Mount Hoverla (the
highest peak of the Ukrainian Carpathians), Pip Ivan and
Petros. You can also visit the legendary highland lakes of
Brebeneskul, Nesamovyte, and Maricheyka. Here on the peaks of the
Carpathian ranges, you will get the feeling of a bird’s flight.
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Activities
When walking here you can marvel not only at picturesque mountain
landscapes, but also at beautiful ancient buildings which naturally fit
in with the natural landscapes. You can also talk to the locals who
remain faithful to the old customs and traditions and often wear traditional old folk clothes. When walking here you may need binoculars
and a camera, since hiking in the mountains you may often see picturesque scenery which you will surely want to look at closer and to
take pictures of.
The Carpathians are a paradise for those who like long-distance hiking
and backpacking. You should prepare appropriately for this. Make sure
you have warm clothes, high-quality footwear, a tent and a sleepingbag, enough food, a burner and other things to make your life more
comfortable.
Wildlife watching
The Carpathians give a lot of
opportunities for encountering
rare species of the Carpathian
flora and fauna. You will be
especially pleased by watching
the birds’ flights and behaviour.
They captivate you with variety
of colours, songs and the graciousness of their flight. You do
not have to do a lot, you just
have to watch and remain unnoticed! During certain times
the forest will gladly share its treasures of mushrooms and berries
with you. Certain plants and curative herbs will give you health and
cheerfulness. You should not pluck every plant you see thou, some of
them are in the Red Book and thus protected by law. You had better
just look at them and take pictures so that the same thing could be
done by other tourists.
Mountain landscapes and unique natural objects are an excellent
model for creating landscape pictures. Popular places for artists are
Verhovyna, Vorohta, Bolekhiv and Yaremche but this list can surely be
extended.

Natural Resrve
“Horkhany”
7 Komarova St.,
Nadvirna,
Ivano-Frankivsk region,
Ukraine
+38 03475 23699,
+38 03475 25455
@gorgany@base.nd.if.ua
Tuesday - Sunday:
10:00-17:00
National Nature Park
“Hutsulshchuna”
4 Grushevskogo St.,
Kosiv,
Ivano-Frankivsk region,
Ukraine
+38 03478 22353,
+38 03478 22360
Tuesday - Sunday:
10:00-17:00
Halych National
Nature Park
Halych-Hora St.,
Halych, Ivano-Frankivsk
region, Ukraine
+38 03431 22113,
+38 03431 21187
Tuesday - Sunday:
10:00-17:00
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Activities
Recreation Center
“Lehenda Karpat”
Stari Kuty,
Kosiv District,
Ivano-Frankivsk region,
Ukraine
+38 03478 45142,
+38 03722 28110
+38 03722 28110
@ www.legenda.com.ua

Bicycling
Village roads and winding narrow paths make this land attractive
for cycling tours. Using bicycles as a means of transport is also quite
popular among the local inhabitants.
Almost all village roads of the area are suitable for cycling tours.
Whatever the route you take, the distance and the difficulty level depend on you and your two-wheeled partner.
This is not all; the Carpathians are an excellent place for extreme cycling. If you have a mountain bike the steep slopes will give you unforgettable emotions and will provide you with the necessary level of
adrenalin in your blood.
Horseback riding
The feeling of freedom accompanies everybody who at least once
tried mounting a horse. Usually you are not satisfied with one occasion; you always want to ride a horse again and again. The nature
of the Ukrainian Carpathians and the river banks are ideal for horse
riding. Riding tours bring a whole lot of unforgettable impressions,
help to get rid of stress or tension, cure the body and fill the soul with
positive emotions and energy.
One of the most popular winter and Christmas kinds of entertainment
is riding horse-driven sleighs while in the warm season a popular
means of transport among tourists is open carts.
Water rafting
Spring is the best season for rowing down
the mountain rivers. The snow melts in the
mountains consequently the waterline in
the Carpathian rivers becomes higher and
the streams much faster. The most popular
rowing sites are the Bily and the Chorny Cheremosh, the Prut, the Limnytsya, the Svicha.
The best time to row through the Carpathian
rivers is the end of April and the first week of
May when the snow melts most intensively.
You can raft along the plain Dniester canyon
from May to September.
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Activities
Rock climbing
The most attractive places for the mountaineers are the
Sokil mountain range (Kosiv district), the Dovbush Rocks
(Bubnyshche ravine near the town of Bolekhiv), Pysany
Kamin (Verhovyna district) and Bily Kamin (Dora, Yaremche). If you have basic rock climbing skills, climbing the Carpathian rocks will bring you a lot of pleasure because they
are ideally suitable for both amateurs and professionals.
Hang- and para glading
Undertaking the take-off run, catching the wind and continuing running in the air, this is gliding. The relief of the
Carpathian foothills, and especially near the villages of
Odayi, Ostrynya, Kolodiyivka and Stary Lysets gives you a rare opportunity for gliding. Here, on the slopes of the Dniester Canyon, international gliding competitions have been held for the last 15 years.
Speleological tourism
Those who dare to travel along the subterranean labyrinths created by
nature will discover many mysterious and enigmatic things.
Several caverns have been explored by now. Most of them are situated
in the Dniester Canyon. They are not very long and they are a favorite
spot for training of speleology clubs members. The caverns will hardly
become accessible for mass tourists but they are quite interesting for
professionals. A cavern complex is situated in Odayi, a small village
of Tlumach district on the Dniester bank. The most famous cavern
Dumka (60 meters long) has the shape of a hole in gypseous rocks. Archaeological findings prove that it was a dwelling place for the people
of the Stone Age. Not far from the Dumka homestead you can find
other caverns along the slope, Vertykalna, Strimka and Dalna, where
archaeologists found artefacts of the Trypillya culture and ancient Rus
period. Vertykalna Cavern has two exits and several hundred metres
of various holes; small halls, narrow horizontal fissures and vertical
precipices. Quite interesting is Zatyshna cavern. A vertical pit five metres deep which is situated on the edge of the Dniester’s steep bank.
A narrow eight-metre-long hole goes from the pit and it ends with a
precipice which is 4 metres deep. A large hall is situated behind the
precipice. Next to it in Horodyshche ravine, you can see a cut-in horizontal Monk’s grotto.
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Activities
Information Center
“Bukovel”
+38 800 5050800
Ski and Snowboarding School “Bukovel”
+38 067 3420887
Vip Ski
Snowboarding School
+38 098 8803232
Rescue Service of Ski
Resort “Bukovel”
+38 050 1400890,
+38 067 3424008
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Skiing and tobogganing
In the winter there is a lot of snow in the Carpathians. That is why you
can ski or sledge here for 5 months, from November till April. You will
be able to forget about daily problems and to enjoy the mountain nature with fresh air and warm wine in a pleasant company. Here, every
tourist, both amateur and professional skiers, will find the necessary
conditions for skiing or sledging.
Bukovel The most popular place for winter competitions is Bukovel,
which is probably the best Ukrainian ski resort. Bukovel offers 50,000
metres of developed ski slopes, 14 ski lifts, 9 restaurants, and ski and
snowboard rentals. The capacity of the slopes is 30,000 people an
hour. Since 1,000 first-class and second-class rooms in Bukovel cannot accommodate all tourists, guests often choose private houses in
the village of Polyanytsya. The further from the ski slope the house is,
the cheaper accommodation will be. Buses go from Ivano-Frankivsk,
Nadvirna, Tatariv, Yaremche, Mykulychyn to Bukovel several times a
day. Household owners and private transportation companies also
organize transfers to the tourist resort.
http://www.bukovel.com

Activities
Not far from “Bukovel” in the village of Yablunytsya on the Yablunytsya
mountain pass you can see the ski routes which have been famous
among Alpine skiers since the Soviet times. Here you can find five
drag lifts. The advantage of Yablunytsya is that it is much cheaper
to ski and live here than in Bukovel. Here you can find ski routes for
amateurs (Mount Koza) and unprepared slopes, where you can ski on
the virgin terrain. The fact that it is situated on the southern slopes
makes skiing in Yablunytsya more striking. Because of warm snowless
winters in Europe over the last few years, the skiing season here is
much shorter.
There are also drag lifts in Kosiv (the length of the slope is 1,000
metres), in the village of Sheshory (1,100 metres) and Vyshkiv (950
metres). Ski equipment rental agencies can be found in villages and
towns along the roads to mountain lifts tows and in the vicinity of
the lifts.
Vorokhta – the town is famous for its excellent alpine skiing routes.
Biathlon, slalom, free style forty-, seventy-, and ninety-metre ski
Jumps await people who are fond of action.
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Tasty traditions.
Some facts about theCarpathian cuisine
Fresh air, mountains and streams will all causes a wild appetite. So it will be useful to say a
few things about the Carpathian cuisine. The local dishes are very simple and at the same
time authentic with an exquisite home-made flavor which both gourmands and undemanding customers like. You can try local dishes in almost all local restaurants, cafes, bars
and coffee-houses. An authentic Carpathian food place is a kolyba (an inn). In the past
they were shelters for the shepherds on summer pastures. Nowadays you do not need to
climb mountains to see them because they are mostly built near the roads. A kolyba is an
authentic wooden building of a circular shape with a high rising roof in the shape of a cone.
Besides its characteristic architectural peculiarities, the kolyba became an embodiment of
the best traditions of the Hutsul cuisine.
The Carpathian cuisine is famous for its home-made smoked dishes, mushroom broth,
small Hutsul cabbage rolls and also brynza which is sheep cheese cooked by the shepherds
in summer highland pastures. Traditional components for cooking here are corn, potatoes
and mushrooms.
The food, dishes, cookery as components of the national culture in the Carpathians has always gone beyond the material world. They were interspersed with the culture of relations
among people, gave strength, health and a good mood. All the dishes are cooked from
eco-friendly products in spring water and that gives them their special taste.
Vegetables (potatoes, cabbage, beet, onion, garlic, cucumbers) and beans (haricots, peas,
beans) play an important role in the local cuisine. To improve the flavor qualities and to
create a special aroma of the dishes, local cooks often use cepes (white mushrooms). Local
salads are diverse, caloric, meat or vegetable and seasoned with sunflower oil, sour-cream
or mayonnaise.
A popular first course in the mountains is mushroom broth where chicken broth is used and
boiled with dried white mushrooms. Thin-cut home-made noodles, spices, parsley and dill
are added later.
Meat can be served in different ways. It can be cooked on wood, fried, baked or stewed.
Especially tasty are meat dishes cooked in pots according to ancient recipes. Large pieces
of meat and beef, pork or lamb ribs are cooked on a fire in front of you in kolybas. The
wood used in cooking gives the dishes a special flavor. Its smoke envelops the dishes with
a special aroma of the mountain forest.
A famous Carpathian second course is potato pancakes which are served together with
cracklings, white mushrooms or sour-cream.
Fish, which are abundant in mountain rivers, have always played an important role in the
food of the local inhabitants. The most delicious are dishes from trout under cheese crust
or grilled, crucian baked in sour-cream, carp stewed with onion in sour-cream or stuffed
with mushrooms.
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Tasty traditions.
Some facts about theCarpathian cuisine
You should also try the traditional dish of the Hutsul shepherd which is banush (grits).
Banush is corn boiled on home-made sour-cream. It can be served with brynza, huslyanka
(specially prepared sour milk) or white mushrooms.
In the traditional Hutsul households you will be treated with various porridges: millet porridge, buckwheat porridge, pumpkin porridge which are served with milk, sour-cream or
sunflower oil with fried onion.
You can also find a lot of sweet dishes in the local cuisine. To cook them the local people
use fruits, honey, poppy-seed, walnuts and wild berries. One of the peculiarities of the local
cuisine when cooking desserts is the use of short dough, while in other parts of Ukraine
cream dough is used. The local children’s favourite dish is pirogis (varenyky) with wild berries.
A characteristic drink is uzvar which is – stewed fruit. The owners of the household you visit
will offer you various kinds of herbal teas.
Ukrainians have always known a lot of recipes for beverages. From the great variety of
Ukrainian vodkas, a very famous one is honey vodka with pepper, where controversial
tastes are combined –bitterness of pepper, honey flavor and a fragrant aroma of the wild
herbs.
The local cooks always regard the cooking process with inspiration, each dish is special. In
any case the price is inferior to the taste and quality of the dishes. A typical meal here is
not expensive, it will cost approximately 5-10 euro per person. It is not common to include
the tip in the bill, so if you like the service, you can always leave the waitress 5-10% from
the total amount.
A picnic in the living nature of the Carpathians will bring you unforgettable emotions.
There are special places, which can be used for picnics. While enjoying your food in the
natural surroundings, listen carefully to the sounds of mountain rivers, breathe in the fresh
Alpine air and enjoy the impressive variety of landscapes, you will want to come here again
and again.
If you visit the PreCarpathian region during Christmas holidays (January 6-19), hospitable
hosts will surely invite you to Christmas Eve dinner, which is consumed twice, on January 6
and 18 after the sunset. Each dish served on the table (and there should be 12 of them) is
special. The sacred center of the dinner is kutya. It is a dish of wheat with nuts and honey,
which should be tasted from one shared bowl. Another obligatory attribute of the table is
uzvar, which was described above.
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Rural B and Bs
There are a large number of places where you can stay in IvanoFrankivsk oblast. But if you choose to visit private households of
hospitable highlanders, you will be able to rest in the centers of wild
nature, get acquainted with the environment, and taste traditional
home-made dishes cooked from eco-friendly ingredients. You will be
welcomed as dearest guests; they will create an unforgettable and
warm home-like atmosphere. Besides, staying in private households
is much cheaper, and not necessarily less comfortable than in hotels
or resorts.

Travel tips
When to come:
The Carpathian Mountains dominate the region with their forests,
rivers, lakes, alpine meadows, towns and villages. The region is rich
in culture, activity and history. It is ideal for summer holidays from
May till October– walking, riding, mountain climbing, exploring; for
winter holidays from December till mid March – skiing, tobogganing,
or all year round just relaxing, absorbing the culture, enjoying the
unique healthy air and the wide variety of spa waters.
The climate is continental. The winters are mild with an avarage temperature of -50 C. Summers are warm with an average temperature
of +180 C. In the mountains the temperature is 3-5 degrees lower
depending on the altitude, with the peaks covered in snow for up to
five months of the year.
Getting here:
By Air
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Ivano-Frankivsk has an airport that has local flights to Kiev twice a
day. Charter flights are available to many destinations. Lviv airport is
130 kilometers away and is served by 12 airlines that go to Frankfurt,
Vienna, Warsaw, Rome, Tel-Aviv, Timisoara, Naples, Istanbul, Barcelona, Madrid, Moscow. For more information, please, visit www.
airport-boryspol.kiev.ua.
When tourists arrive in Lviv they may then take the train, bus or car
to Ivano-Frankivsk.

Travel tips
By Bus
Various bus routes are offered at Ivano-Frankivsk bus station between
other cities of Ukraine and Ivano-Frankivsk. The schedule and tickets
are available at the bus station ticket office.
By Train
All trains service is managed by Ukrzaliznytsia and a full timetable
can be found on their website at www.uz.gov.ua. Tickets should be
purchased in the ticket office at the railway station. There are the following four classes:
Lux (CV) – 1-st class, two persons per compartment;
KP – 2-nd class, four persons per compartment;
Platscarta – 3-rd class, open birth sleeping, is not recommended;
Zahal’ny vahon – no class, is not recommended.
Getting around
In Ivano-Frankivsk oblast you will be able to move between all cities
and villages by car, taxis bus or trains. The Ivano-Frankivsk bus station
located near the train station offers regular bus routes to all villages
and towns within the Oblast. The waiting time may last from 5 minutes to 1 hour depending on destination route. Cars can be rented at
________. Prices may vary from 50 Euros a day.
Entry formalities:
A passport and visa are required. Visas can be obtained in advance
from the Embassy of Ukraine. Travelers from countries where there is
no Ukrainian Embassy or Consulate can obtain visas on arrival at the
airports or border crossings.
Citizens of all EU countries, USA, Canada, Israel and NIS can travel visa
free for 90 days. All other foreign visitors must have a visa to enter. If
you are not a citizen of one of the countries listed above please check
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs website at www.mfa.gov.ua for details
regarding the appropriate procedures for obtaining a Ukrainian visa.
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Introducing Maramures
Maramures is considered by many to be the heart and soul of rural Romania. With its picturesque countryside of small villages, rolling hills,
pastures, and meadows full of wildflowers, Maramures epitomizes
all that the rural lifestyle encompasses. Visitors to Maramures have a
unique opportunity to step back in time and bear witness to simpler
times and simpler lives.
Maramures is a small and
unique location situated in
the Northwest of Romania
that has carefully and distinctively preserved the culture, traditions and lifestyle
of a medieval peasant past.
The region is divided into 4
ethnographic zones, each
having unique features and
attractions. They are the Historic Maramures (the largest
part), the Land of Lapus, the
Land of Chioar and the Land
of Codru. The region stands
as a testament to the traditional and romantic era of
simplicity, pride and moral
values that many of us can
only now read about or hear
from our grandparents.
Little has changed in the centuries gone by. Families remain in the
same villages as their ancestors. Traditional skills and crafts are passed
down from generation to generation. Traditional hand-woven clothing continues to be practical. The church continues to be the soul of
the village. Neighbours know one another and continue to lend a
helping hand.
Life in Maramures is like a mystery. Visitors to Maramures drive
through mountain passes and descend into the valleys of life where
the mystery of rural traditions unfolds before the visitor as a living
museum that is at once within reach and yet simultaneously beyond
the grasp of the whimsical traveler.
In order to feel the rhythm of this part of the country, you need to
discover it during the holidays. Than is when the land, customs and
people come together in a dance shaping Maramureş.
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Main historic events
From ancient times Maramures is well known for gold
mining resources and related activities.
The Voievodat of Maramures is included in the Hungarian
Empire.

1199

Near Firiza, processing of lead started

1884

Between the 2 world wars the residence of Maramures
County was Sighetu Marmatiei.
Northern part of Maramures is included in Czechoslovakia, the southern part including Sighet remains in
possession of Romania

1918

Processing of zinc started at Phoenix plant

1920

Population of MM was 161.575 inhabitants

1930

During II World War, Maramures is occupied by Hungary,
and the residence is Khust. After the war, the part of
Maramures belonging to Czechoslovakia was attached to
Ukraine and is named Zakarpattia Oblast. After 1991 this
territory is still with Ukraine.
Fall of Communism, era of change and democracy,
production sector diminishes, services sector extend

1989
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Places to see and to visit
Baia Mare. Any tour of Maramureş should start with its capital, Baia Mare, the point of
easiest access to the county. A mixture between medieval history and modernism, Baia
Mare is a medium-sized city with many sights and points of interest for visitors to explore.
One major unique feature of the city is the sweet chestnut tree reserve (Castaea sativa).
This natural treasure is celebrated annually at the end of September during the three days
of Chestnut Festival.
The city is located in a depression in the western part of Maramures approximately 80 km
from the border with Hungary and 65km from the border with Ukraine. Baia Mare’s fastest
connection with Bucharest is by plane and the airport is located 8 km outside of the city.
Baia Mare as a settlement can be traced as far back as 450 BC. The area has historically
served as an important mining colony and archaeological research points to the fact that
the gold and silver in this area had been intensely exploited even prior to the Roman conquest of Dacia. The first written attestation of the town of Baia Mare dates back to 1329,
when it was mentioned under the name of Rivulus Dominarum (Ladies’ River). In 1527,
King Ioan Sigismund gave the town its name of Baia Mare. Due to royal policies which
supported mining during the Middle Age, the town of Baia Mare was granted many rights
and privileges which led to the town’s development into one of the richest medieval towns
in the area.
Recently restored, the Old City Center is a nice testimony of the medieval history of Baia
Mare and is the pride of the city’s residents. Most of the architectural monuments and museums are located in this area.
• The town’s emblematic building, the Stephen Tower. St. Stefan’s Church was erected between 1347 and 1387and a Gothic bell tower was added in 1446. In 1769 the church was
struck by lightning and burned down. After several attempts to rebuild the church, each
followed by another fire, the remaining walls were torn down in 1847 for use as construction stone. Of the whole church, only the tower remains today.
• Also located in the Old City Center (Libertăţii Square), the lancu de Hunedoara House was
initially part of the former medieval castle built by Transylvania’s ruler lancu de Hunedoara
for his wife. The building was finished around 1468 by their son King Matei Corvin.
• Other architectural monuments of interest are; the Holy Trinity Church (1720), the Butchers’Tower and many other buildings from the 17 th and 18th centuries. Among the modern
buildings, one of the most appreciated is the Administrative Palace Building, (Gh Sincai
Str.), built in 1968.
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Museums in Baia Mare
The Mineralogy Museum (Traian Blvd, No. 8) contains an extensive
and interesting inventory of rare minerals and gems from the mining
areas of Maramureş County, some of which are unique in the whole
world. The Mineralogy museum is famous for more than 16,000 samples of rare minerals all from the mining areas of Maramures County.
(www.muzeuminbm.ro )
The edifice of the former mint now houses the Archeology and History
Museum containing various collections including archaeology, mining techniques, numismatics (coins, medals), stamps, seals, weapons,
clocks and many other items.
The Art Museum contains a lovely collection of paintings, sculpture
and graphics belonging to the famous artist colony in Baia Mare. The
Art Colony is well known for more than 100 years of its continuous
work.
The Ethnography and Folk Art Museum, located at the foot of Florilor
Hill, reflects the traditional occupations, crafts, folk clothing and religious objects specific to the old Maramures, while the nearby Village
Museum covers the traditional architecture and technical installations
from the four ethnographic regions of the county. (www.etnografiemaramures.ro )
The Planetarium of Baia Mare (G. Cosbuc Str., No. 16) gives daily presentations of the stars and other astronomical highlights.

8 Traian Bld St.,
Baia Mare, Maramures,
Romania
+40 262 227517,
+40 0362 804124,
+40 262 227517
www.muzeuminbm.ro
Monday - Saturday:
10:00-17:00, Sunday:
10:00-15:00
1-3 Monetãriei St.,
Baia Mare, Maramures
+40 262211927,
+40 262211924
@ muzeumm@yahoo.com
office@maramuresmuzeu.ro
www.maramuresmuzeu.ro
www.maramuresmuseum.com
9.00 – 16.00,
except on Monday
1 Dealul Florilor St.,
Baia Mare, Maramureş
+40 0262 276895,
+40 0262 276333
@ secretariat@
etnografie-maramures.ro
www.etnografiemaramures.ro
Tuesday-Sunday
10:00-20:00
(May-September)
Tuesday-Sunday
10:00-16:00
(October-April)
16 G. Cosbuc St., Baia
Mare, Maramures
+40 262275206
@ planetariulbm@
astraoclubul.org
9.00- 16.00,
except on Monday
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Sighetu Marmatiei
The county’s second largest city, Sighetu Marmaţiei, is located at
the confluence of 3 rivers. They are the Iza, Tisa and Ronişoara at
the North-West border of the country. It was the old capital of the
historical province of Maramures and written documents attest to
the town as far back as 1326.
The former capital of Maramures also maintains many traces of old
traditions and costumes. Exemplary of this rich cultural heritage
is the “Festival of Winter Traditions and Customs,” held annually
in Sighet on the 27th and 28th of December. The entire town
transforms into an open-air stage focusing on the unique traditions
of the area.
Foreign travelers before World War II described Sighetu Marmaţiei
as a town with a strong Jewish component. The tragedy of the
deportation to concentration camps that struck Jewish communities
throughout Eastern Europe, did not spare the local population. Elie
Wiesel, Nobel Peace Prize Laureate, was born here and his work is a
living piece of this tragedy.
Sighetu Marmaţiei
offers the tourist a wide
palette of architectural
styles including Gothic,
Baroque and Eclectic.
The Protestant church
was built in the 15th
century on the location of
another edifice, erected
in the early Gothic style
between 1050-1150.
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Museums inSighet
A unique historical attraction in Romanian is the The Memorial of
the Victims of Communism and of the Resistance, popularly known
as The Prison Museum is located in the former political prison in
Sighetu Marmatiei. Tourists interested in the 21century history of
Eastern-European countries will discover the repercussions suffered
by the opponents of the communist regime installed in Romania in
1945.
Ethnographic Museum of Maramureş displays a wide variety of
objects related to folk culture; icons, agricultural tools, traditional
furniture and costumes, rugs, ceramics, masks and architectural
elements.
Tourists eager to learn more about the traditional wooden architecture of Maramures are invited to visit the open-air section of the
museum, called the Village Museum. The museum is located on the
Dobăieş Hill just as you enter the town coming from the direction of
Baia Mare.

4 Corneliu Coposu
St., Sighetul Marmatiei,
Maramures
+40 262 316848,
+40 26 319424
+40 262 319424
@ memorialul.sighet@
mail.multinet.ro
www.memorialsighet.ro
Monday-Sunday
9:30-18:30
(15 April –15 October)
Tuesday - Sunday
10:00-16:00 (16
October-14 April),
Monday closed
1 Bogdan Voda St.,,
Sighetul Marmatiei,
Maramures
+40 262 311521,
+40 262 311521
@ europamuzeukmzero@zifer.ro
Tuesday-Sunday
9.00-18.00
Inside Maramures
Museum
Liberty square, no 16,
Sighetu Marmatiei,
Maramures
Part of Maramures
Museum
16 Liberty square,
Sighetu Marmatiei,
Maramures
+40/262/311521
+40/262/311521
@ europamuzeukmzero@zifer.ro
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Museums inSighet
1 Tudor Vladimirescu street,
Sighetul Marmatiei,
Maramures
+40 262 311521
+40 262 311521
@ europamuzeukmzero@zifer.ro
daily 9.00 – 17.00
Part of Maramures
Museum
16 Liberty square,
Sighetu Marmatiei,
Maramures
+40 262 311521
+40 262 311521
@ europamuzeukmzero@zifer.ro
16 Liberty square,
Sighetul Marmatiei,
Maramures
+40 262 311521
+40 262 311521
@ europamuzeukmzero@zifer.ro
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In Sighet can also be found Elie Wiesel’s memorial house (T.
Vladimirescu Str., No.1) where the Nobel Peace Laureate Elie Wiesel
was born. It is now a memorial to him and a museum of Jewish
culture, hosting an important collection of photos, pieces of furniture
and other objects that belong to the members of Sighet’s Jewish
community.
Other museums of interest in Sighetu Marmatiei include the The History and Archaeology Museum and the Museum of Natural Sciences
(Libertăţii Square, No. 15).
At 17 Ioan Mihalyi de Apşa Street, you can find the Memorial House
of Ioan Mihalyi de Apşa, a famous local scientist who wandered
across Maramures and made important archeological discoveries.

Villages of Maramures
The best way to learn about the culture of Maramures is to join the
local people in walking the village streets and navigating the trails to
the pastures and cultivated plots located up on the hills and down in
the valleys surrounding the villages
Maramures is full of activities and events which cater to all tastes and
types of visitors. Festivals, culture, religion, and active adventures
await the visitor to Maramures throughout the entire year.
Maramures is a living landscape in which villages throughout the
county practice their rural lifestyle unencumbered by neither visitor
expectations nor the mood of the global community.
Events, celebrations, and rituals are an integral part of everyday
life. Seasons of the year are welcomed by villagers through rituals
and celebration. Spring ushers in the planting season, summer is the
farming season, fall is the harvest season, and winter is the Holiday
Christmas season.
People from Maramureş always knew how to preserve ancient traditions. Christian holidays with fast and prayers, intermingle with folk
rituals and beliefs such as finding the soul-mate, chasing bad spirits,
harvesting crops, or rituals for a happy marriage. All these create a
fascinating and miraculous world.
When they are combined with joy, round dance and singing, the complete show for the tourist becomes exquisite regardless of the season
he might be in.
The country life in Maramures is mainly set according to field work
and to the main Christian events.
The year here begins with New Year’s and Epiphany’s rituals. Spring
is dedicated to the celebration of the hardest working villager, the
first who ploughs the field in the spring (Tânjaua from Mara, Udătoriu
from Surdesti) and of the Holy Easter.
During summer days, people from Maramures have fun at haymaking
parties, celebrating “Sânziene” rituals (sânziene are fairies who live in
the fields) and traditions they have for Virgin Mary’s Day and Saints
days.
In the fall, villagers celebrate the harvesting of crops. People gather
at village parties and the youngsters dance frenetically while fiddlers
play and old people enjoy a glass filled with plum brandy. This lasts
until Lăsata Secului which marks the beginning of Christmas preparations, one of the most beautiful holidays of the year. Maramures
valleys echo with the voices of carollers.
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Villages of Maramures
Artisans
Perhaps one of the most interesting pieces of Maramures culture lies
in the exquisite handicrafts produced by the numerous traditional
artisans active in the region. These talented artisans create living
history with their pottery, textiles, glass and wooden religious icons,
traditional costumes, hats, and other noteworthy items. Throughout
the county you can visit artisans in their workshops and purchase a
unique souvenir direct from the creator.
IUGA Foundation
35 ap 5, Baia Mare,
Republicii Boulevard
@ artizanat@rdslink.ro;
www.artizanat.ro

People from Maramures have always kept the art of making things
they use in their every day life alive. If you come to visit them, you will
get the chance to see the lively process of hand-crafting in the same
way they used to do many years ago. Wood carving is among traditional handicrafts. Whether plates, forks, seal engravers, pieces of
furniture, houses, gateways, or wooden churches, they are all shaped
by local artizans. Women from Maramures still keep the secret of exctracting natural colors from plants and tree crusts. In every house you
can find a pole with woolen, linen and hemp fabrics woven on a cloth
weaving loom called a “teara”. This is the dowery and pride of girls.
Pottery centers like the one in Săcel, extract the red clay from great
depths where it is elaborated with ancient techniques. In Săcel,
people also make traditional masks that enrich winter customs. In
Sârbi, the village from Cosău Valley, there can be still be found the last
hatmakers from Maramures.
Folk costumes, traditional jewellery and glass painting
and other articrafts that are preserved from one generation to another all bear the seal of Maramures.
Wooden gates. People from Maramureş have always
been faithful to wood. They have given a variety of
shapes to it from the plate they eat on, the shelter that
protects them and the wooden churches where they go
to pray. Wherever people from Maramureş can smell
wood, they feel home.
The wooden gateways were always the symbol of villages from Maramureş. The themes carved in the poles
of the gates show a symbolic territory between the
world and the homestead, between the neutral and
the sacred space, and have the role to protect the house
and the family. The twisted ropes, the sun, and the tree
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Villages of Maramures
of life, are all the expressions of the great myths in Romanian culture.
Today, in Maramureş, you can still see old wooden gateways and
houses, especially in the villages of Cosău Valley and Mara Valley. They
are also in the Village Museums of Baia Mare and Sighetu Marmaţiei.
In the village of Dragomireşti there is a museum dedicated to the
Romanian peasant woman. About midway through the town there
is located a quaint house museum which focuses on the life of the
Romanian peasant in Maramures. On display here are traditional
costumes, including wedding costumes, textiles, pottery, and wood
carvings.
In the village of Ieud, you are also invited to visit the Hemp Museum,
hosted by the Ples family, who changed a peasant household into a
real ethnographic settlement. You will also find memorial houses as
well as places of culture.
Merry Cemetery is one of the top attractions of Maramuresh. In Sapanta you will discover this unusual graveyard which is a must-see
for anyone visiting Maramures. The images carved in wood render,
naively, an important aspect of the life of the deceased. The epitaphs
are short, meaningful poems written in dialect, as a confession about
his life and death. Merry Cemetery is so named because of the lively
colors painted on its funeral crosses. It iss placed on the Top 10 list of
most visited funeral places in the world.
Mocanita- the old steam train. In Viseu de Sus you can see the last
narrow gauge train powered by a tiny steam locomotive that is still
in active use in Europe. The old train which was made to haul logs
down from the mountains is also a successful means of entertaining
tourists. It provides them with a real adventure along the picturesque
Vaser Valley for almost 50 km of railway.

Dragomiresti,
Monday- Sunday:
9.00 - 19.00

909 Ieud St.,
+40 262 336104

Contact person:
Grigore Lutai,
priest of Sapanta

VASERTOUR Agency
Information center
of Viseu de Sus
1 Libertatii Square
Viseu de Sus, Maramures, Romania
/ +40 62 352285,
@ proviseu@mail.
alphanet.ro
Monday- Saturdays:
9:00- 17:00
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Wooden churches
Wooden Churches are included in the UNESCO World Heritage list.
The History of the people of Maramureş is told in the wood of their
churches. A substitute name for Maramureş is “The Country of Wooden Churches”. When you travel through villages, you can easily notice
that they all preserve their old wooden church as a creation of local
builders. The wooden churches are not only touristy attractions but
also places of worship. Every Sunday the villagers come dressed up in
their traditional clothes to pray and pay respects.
With high steeples to be closer to God, heavy fir tree or oak poles
manually sculpted, shingle roofs, and valuable paintings that have
an impressive age, every church has its history and tale carved in
wood. Eight out of 101 wooden churches from Maramureş have been
included in UNESCO World Heritage list. They are Churches dating from
the mid - XIV until late XVIII centuries: Desesti (1770), Şurdeşti (1721the talles old wooden church in Europe), Plopiş (1792), Budeşti Josani
(1643), Bârsana (1720), Poienile Izei (1604), Ieud-Deal (1364 – oldest
wooden church) and Rogoz (1663).
Barsana wooden church
The wooden church of Barsana, known as the “Holy Mother’s Entrance”, was originally built in 1720 and later moved to its present
location on Jbar Hill in 1806.
According to the legend, Jbar Hill used to be a cemetery for plague
victims. As everywhere in such situations, the dead people were burried in hurry without a religious service. Undoubtedly, only the very
strong religious tradition of the native population, asking for a religious service for the deceased, must have inspired them to bring the
little church on the Jbar, where it could accomplish in time its role of a
praying church for those killed by the terrible disease.
Even today, many people of Barsana sincerely believe that along with
the church that had been removed, the dead from the initial place of
the church started to move down the valley but underground, so that
they might continue their eternal sleep in the shade of the church
steeple.
Budesti
The church in the lower part of the village was built entirely of oak
in 1643 and named for St. Nicholas. A specific characteristic of this
church is its tower. The main tower is surrounded by four smaller
towers which were built in a gothic style unique to architecture from
Maramures. This church also keeps the chain mail jersey and helmet of
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the legendary outlaw Pintea “Viteazul” (“The Brave”), the Romanian
version of Robin Hood. These articles were left here after the flight
of the Tartars in 1717. The interior paintings of this church are very
expressive. The decoration of the alter is reminiscent of Catalonian
paintings from between the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. The
beauty of the glass and wooden icons complete the harmony of this
splendid church.
Desesti
Desesti, a small village on the Mara Valley, in Maramures has a fine
example of the traditional Maramures wooden church. It is named
“Pious Paraschiva” and was built in 1770.
Legend maintains that in 1717, the wooden church of Desesti was
set ablaze during a Tatar invasion. The legend continues to say that
the location of the current church was chosen by the new altar stone.
The consecrated stone was erected in several different places and
each time it fell over. After five attempts the stone remained upright
through its own discovery of stability and peace. This was determined
to be the site for the church.
According to the inscription on a beam of the pronaos roof, the interior
frescoes date from 1780.
The cemetery surrounding the church is populated by many Celtic
crosses inscribed in a circle or semicircle and bordered with saw
teeth.
Ieud
The church on the Hill, part of UNESCO World Heritage monuments
that is made of fir tree wood, is considered to be the oldest wooden
church. According to some historians, the church was built in in the
mid-fourteenth century (1364) and devoted to the Birth of Holy Mary,
which is celebrated on September 8th.
In the attic of the church an important discovery was made in 1391.
It was the “Codex of Ieud” which is generally considered to be the first
example of written Romanian.
The lower church of Ieud was erected in 1718, just after the last raid of
the Tatars. It is one of the largest wooden building in Romania, that is
why it is called by some “the wooden cathedral.”
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Plopis
The wooden church of Plopiş is also part of UNESCO World Heritage.
It is devoted to the Saint Archangels Michael and Gabriel and is celebrated on November the 8th.
The inhabitants of Plopis, renowned for their carpentry skill, began
construction 1798 of a new church meant to replace their older house
of worship They finished in 1811 to the joy of the 49 founder-families.
A document drafted on the occasion of the church’s dedication and 49
coins deposited by each family of the village were later found in the
abutment of the altar.
Poienile Izei
The UNESCO designated wooden church at Poienile Izei, “Pious Paraschiva”, is one of the most beautiful and well preserved monuments
in all of Maramures.
The church was built in 1604 and is covered on the interior with spectacular frescoes. It contains several scenes of the Last Judgment on its
“pranaos” (walls). The scenes depict images of terrible punishments
for sins: the liar hanged by his tongue, the witch gored by cows for
casting a spell on them, the farmer plowed by two devils for stealing
his neighbor’s land, the mother forced to swallow her aborted baby,
and the person who sleeps while the priest is preaching is forced to lay
on a burning bed and endure the devil’s violin.
Rogoz
According to tradition, the church “The Saint Archangels Michael and
Gabriel” was built in 1633 from two huge twin trees brought from
Dealul Popii (The Priest’s Hill). The church seems to have survived the
Tartar invasion of 1717 as the Land of Lăpuş was affected less by the
danger brought about by the Tartars than the Land of Maramureş.
The uniqueness of the church “Saint Archangels Michael and Gabriel”
is given by its southern entrance, asymmetrical roof and horse-head
cantilever joints. The ‘Elder’s’ table covered by the eaves on the northern side of the church has markings corresponding to the families entitled to sit at it. On religious holidays, these families offered meals to
the poor in memory of the dead.
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Surdesti
The wooden church of Şurdeşti, devoted to the Saint Archaengels
Michael and Gabriel, was built in 1721 under the direction of Toma
Macarie and the interior frescoes were executed in 1783.
The church steeple is claimed to be the tallest old wooden structure in
the world. In the past, people believed that the taller the church tower
was the easier their prayers could reach up to Heaven.
Besides the impressive height, it is worth noting that this is the only
church in the Land of Chioar that has double-eaved roof. The two
superposed rows of arches above the porch are also unique in the
region.
Peri monastery – tallest wooden church
Very close to Sapanta is the Peri Monastery which is the tallest wooden church in the world: 78 meters. The monastery, built in Maramureş
architectural style, is located in a very nice setting, in the middle of
a forest.
Barsana monastery – wooden architecture
Barsana Monastery, a very nice site of Maramureş. Within the confines
of the monastery, visitors will be hard-pressed to not feel the emotion and pulsing life of the mountains, flowers, fields, and hills of the
area. Spectacular views of the surrounding countryside and stunning
wooden architecture make the monastery one of the most special
places in all of Maramures. Most of the buildings within the monastery complex are open to the public. (www.manastireabarsana.ro )
Rohia monastery
One of the most beautiful attractions of the Land of Lăpuş is the Monastery of Rohia, 12 km south from the city of Târgu Lăpuş. This place
will impress you with the atmosphere of peace and meditation. It also
has a beautiful park, buildings and a vast library. Rohia was one of
the centers of spiritual resistance against communism and the place
where one of the most profound thinkers of contemporary Romanian
culture, Nicolae Steinhardt, chose the way of voluntary reclusion.
The monastery welcomes guests throughout the entire year. (www.
manastirea-rohia.ro)
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Rodnei Mountains National Park
Rodna: 1445 St.,
Bistrita–Nasaud
+40 263 377715
+40 263 37718
@ parcrodna@rosilva.ro,
parcrodna@email.ro

Maramures is a blend of a variety of topographical features that creates a unique landscape. High mountains, green rolling hills, wide
and narrow river valleys, forests, pastures, rivers and lakes all form the
most aesthetically stunning region of Romania. Maramures County
has a very rich natural offer, taking into consideration the surface of
protected areas, being the 2nd after the Danube Delta.

Working point: Borsa
+40 262 344775
@ munteanioan@
marasilva.ro
8:00- 16:00,
Sunday closed

With 38 protected areas, the landscape of Maramures is very wealthy.
Rodnei Mountains National Park is the largest protected area with the
highest peak (Pietrosul Rodnei 2303m) in the Eastern Carpathians,
UNESCO Biosphere Reservation since 1979, is the most important
mountain chain, with its 23 glacial lakes.
The Horses Waterfall (Cascada Cailor), the longest waterfall in Romania, summing up 90m of water fall, is situated in the Rodnei Mountains National Park at 1300m altitude. It is accessible from Borsa
Complex with the ski-lift chair or walking from the highest parts of
the mountains, and the best time to admire it is in the morning when
the sun shines directly on the water.
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Activities
Maramures is full of activities and events which cater to all tastes and
types of visitor. Festivals, culture, religion, and active adventures await
the visitor to Maramures throughout the entire year.
Hiking and Backpacking: Opportunities for hiking or backpacking
through stunning rural landscapes abound throughout Maramures
County. Whether you are looking for a light stroll through a scenic village and its surrounding countryside or a challenging backpacking adventure through rugged hills and mountains, Maramures offers every
visitor the chance to commune with the natural environment on foot.
Routes and trails exist throughout every region of the county guiding
hikers through rolling hills, fields and pastures, babbling streams and
swift rivers, and up above the tree line of three different mountain
ranges. You are also invited to explore the picturesque villages dotting
the countryside to fully appreciate the simplicity and calm of rural life.
There are many hiking routes available to suit all tastes and experience
levels for visitors interested in venturing into the beautiful landscapes
of Maramures.

Concept Fly,
Norbert Damian
+40 722771267;
@ conceptfly@yahoo.com

Wellness: Maramures has over 100 mineral water springs, around
which several spas were established, such as Ocna Sugatag and Costiu
(salt water), Cărbunari and Dănesti (sulfurous water). An important
tourist attraction is Ocna Şugatag (www.ocnasugatag.ro), that features
salt water mineral baths. It is the departure point in the Maramures
Greenway, the first Greenway in Romania, which will introduce tourists
to some of the amazing beauties of the area. (www.maramuresgreenways.ro/)
Climbing/paragliding: The Creasta Cocosului (The Rooster’s Peak), a
natural attraction in the area, is a craggy cliff offering excellent climbing opportunities for mountaineers and paragliding for adrenaline
seekers.

Concept Fly,
Norbert Damian
+40 722771267;
@ conceptfly@yahoo.com

Skiing: Outdoor pursuits are not only limited to the summer months in
Maramures. Winter sports, and skiing in particular, are a favourite pastime in the area. Many individual ski slopes like Borsa, Suior, Mogosa,
Cavnic, or Izvoare can be found throughout the mountainous areas of
the county catering to various ability levels.
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Contact person:
Danci Pricop
+40 262 346119,
+40 742 025277;
daiana_tim@yahoo.com
contact@superskicavnic.ro;
Renting and reservations for the cabin
+40 741-265.277
For additional info:
+40 741 262262;
+40 726 262262;
www.superskicavnic.ro
For booking call at:
+40 262 260 800;
+40 262 262 771
www.mogosa.ro

Borsa Complex is a ski resort, featuring 3 ski runs and an Olympic size
ski jump (90m). One of the ski slopes is 2 km long and has a ski chair
lift with a capacity of 400 people per hour. At the top of this ski slope
is another one that is 700m long that connects with the previous and
is serviced by a ski lift. Skiers, hikers or nature lovers are welcome to
enjoy the landscape and the snow.
Cavnic, an old mining settlement, first mentioned in documents in
1455, has become a winter attractions due to its ski slopes and its
recently built chalets.

Mogosa Chalet is situated 15 km from Baia Mare. Swimming in the
lake and climbing the surrounding peaks are the cheaf summer attractions, while the famous ski slope and the chair lift are part of the
place’s appeal as a winter resort.

121 George Cosbu St.,
Baia Sprie, Maramures,
România
Tel: 0040 262 262080;
+40 262 261485;
+40 262 261484
complex.suior@rdslink.ro;
contact@suior.ro
www.suior.ro

Just 1 km from here, Suior Tourism Complex is another place for
relaxation and escape from day-by-day life. The accomodation is
ensured by 3 mini-hotels. The ski slope, at a length of 1400 m, is
equiped with a chair lift.

Desesti village
(we recommend you use
County Road DJ 883)
+40 262 270318,
+40 262 270311, jud.
Maramureş
rezervari@statiuneaizvoare.ro
www.statiuneaizvoare.ro

Located around 32 km from Baia Mare, in beautiful scenery,
Izvoarele Resort offers accomodation and relaxation facilities and of
course, a ski slope with cable transportation.:
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Cycling: One of the best ways to explore Maramures is with a bicycle.
The rolling hills and lack of congestion on country roads combine
to produce ideal conditions for an unforgettable cycling adventure.
Enjoy the scenery as you peddle your way from village to village
shadowing the gentle rippling of nearby streams. Those seeking a
more challenging cycling experience can find superb conditions for
mountain biking almost anywhere in the county though opportunities are better in the mountainous regions. Itineraries for cycling
excursions can be tailored easily to suit any visitor’s interests, skill
level, and time constraints.
Hunting and Fishing: Maramures is home to many species of wild
game and fish. Those interested in hunting will find that they have
reached the right destination. Fishermen will also find great enjoyment here.
Rural and eco-tourism opportunities abound throughout Maramures.
You are invited to spend a night in a rural guesthouse, taste traditional foods, and witness traditional handicrafts being created in the
same way that they have been for centuries.

Concept Fly,
Norbert Damian
+40 722771267;
@ conceptfly@yahoo.com

A.J.V.P.S. (County association of sport hunters and
fishermen) Maramures
Baia Mare, B-dul Unirii 12
+40 262 206303;
+40 362 809157,
@contact@ajvps.ro
Programme: 7:00- 15:30

MTMM Office from Sighetu Marmatiei:
21 P-ta Libertatii St., jud. Maramures , Romania
/ +40 0262 312552, @ contact@mtmm.ro
Contact Person:Claudia Gampe
OVR Agro-Tur-Art Vadu Izei Foundation,
161 Main St., +40 262 330171
@ office@ovr.ro, www.vaduizei.ro
Contact person: Ioan Borlean, Ileana Borlean
Other activities: bird watching, safari, rafting, off-road, etc.
Concept Fly, Norbert Damian
+40 722771267, @ conceptfly@yahoo.com
EcoLogic Association, bird watching
28 Unirii Bld
@ ecologic@email.ro, www.ecologic.romm.ro
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Gastronomy
Restaurants and Bars
Larger towns and cities offer a wide variety of bars and restaurants
for visitors to choose from. Traditional Romanian fare, International
cuisine in elegant European or Italian style and pizza places are the
dominant types of cuisine available throughout Maramures. During
the summer months there are many terrace bars offering visitors the
opportunity to enjoy the nice weather. Complete information about
the restaurants, bars, cafés and clubs can be found at: www.visitmaramures.ro –Plan your Trip- Bars & Restaurants.
Once you leave the city and head out to explore the countryside, restaurants and bars become very rare though many villages will have a
few tables in front of the local store where you can relax with a drink.
Restaurant options in small villages remain limited to the rural guesthouses. These establishments can offer visitors terrific home cooked
meals made with ingredients produced on the family farm for very
reasonable prices. They will usually be served with homemade wine
and horinca, a fiery spirit made from plums, apples, or pears.
Village Cuisine
As a visitor in Maramures, you will definitely not leave your host’s
house with an empty stomach. Travellers will be welcome to a fulfilling meal upon arrival, where traditional dishes are the main attraction. Visitors are treated with farm grown foods of all sorts. Guests are
served a variety of breads, meats, pickles, fresh vegetables in season,
and sweets. To top off the village fare, every table will be set with a
bottle of the family’s plum brandy called “Horinca”.
Tourists will be served a variety of specialty foods. Breakfast is special because of the home made jams made from special rose hips and
different types of berries that grow wild in the forests of Maramures.
Pickles are made from a variety of vegetables and fresh bread accompanies every meal. Fresh meats are common place in Maramures.
Sausage is truly a delicious blend of pork, herbs, and spices. Sauerkraut, pickled beets, mushrooms and other vegetables are delicacies
served with most meals. The visitor will delight in discovering new
flavors and ingredients in the cuisine of Maramures.
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Accommodation
Visitors will be pleased with the abundant choice of accommodation
in Maramures. The most popular form of accommodation is the village “pensiune” or guest house. Run by local families and often with
fewer than six rooms, they are small intimate accommodations offering visitors the chance to immerse themselves into the daily life and
culture of the region and learn from their hosts the history and traditions of the village. Often guesthouses are located right in the villages
where the bustle of everyday life is all around. Prices range between
13 to 15 Euros per night per person with breakfast included.
Business travellers can find modern hotels in the gateway towns of
Baia Mare and Sighet. Many of the hotels have conference and meeting facilities, business centres with internet access and full service
restaurants. The level of comfort varies from 1* - 4*(stars) in the cities
and 1*- 3* (flowers) in the country side.
For those looking for an accommodation place, further information
can be obtained at www.visitmaramures.ro, www.pensiuni.info.ro.
www.ruraltourism.ro , www.cazaremaramures.ro

Travel tips
When to come:
The people of Maramures greet visitors at any time of the year with
open arms, warmth and hospitality. Certain times of the year, however, are better than others depending on the types of activities you
wish to engage in. Generally speaking, the best time of year to visit
is from late spring to early autumn (May to September) as it affords
visitors the warmer and sunnier weather. During spring and early
summer, hillsides and fields come alive with blossoming of wildflowers in a rainbow of colors. For those interested in back packing, July
to September are generally considered to be the optimal months.
Ski season typically lasts from mid to late December until the end of
March though it is certainly possible to begin earlier and/or end later.
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Travel tips
Getting here:
By Air
Baia Mare’s fastest connection with Bucharest is by plane. The airport
is 8 km far from the town. Tarom (national airline company) operates
flights on Baia Mare airport 5 days / week (for details please visit
www.tarom.ro).
Recently, Baia Mare airport has become an international airport. Austrian Airlines offers 3 flights per week from Baia Mare to Vienna, thus
having the possibility of connecting with 130 destinations.
For more information about connecting with other airports, please
visit www.austrian.com
For complete information regarding Baia Mare airport flights time
table, please check: http://www.baiamareairport.ro
The tourists having arrived on Bucharest or Budapest airport may also
fly to Satu Mare, which is 70 km away, or to Cluj Napoca, (150 km) and
then take the train, bus or car to Baia Mare.
By Bus
Various different bus companies offer service between other cities and
Baia Mare. A comprehensive listing of bus service, including timetables, for all of Romania can be found at www.autogari.ro
By Train
All trains service is managed by CFR Romania and a full timetable can
be found on their website at www.cfr.ro (available in English, Romanian and French).
Entry formalities:
Citizens of all EU countries, USA, Canada and Japan can travel visa free
for 90 days. All other foreign visitors must have a visa to enter. If you
are not a citizen of one of the countries listed above please check the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs website at www.mae.ro for details regarding the appropriate procedures for obtaining a Romanian visa
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